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mom ounConcerning those green fireballs seen around Arizona (SEARCHLIGHT 
I believe that they are automatic robots picking up information from 
Atomic test and along earth fault lines and each disc is operated by beings 
in gigantic spaceships above the Earth.

During the last World War everybody in England was familiar with both 
our aircraft and foreign ones, but according to psycologists for the silence 
group we people seeing a flying, solid object that reflects light from 
its metal surface, are suffering from bad hallucinations. So Prof. Tombough 
and his statement that he saw a UFO was erroneous? A British astronomei’ 
when interviewed a few years ago exclaimed "there is a Bridge in the Mare 
Crisuim area and its not artificial, but built by humans". So too when a 
Patrolman Zamorra sighted an actual landing of a UFO and saw small beings 
around the outside of the spaceship making him a patient, like the other 
two scientists, for a mental home.

Such evidence cannot be ignored and since I have complete faith in 
UFOs and their occupants the so called phenomena of green fireballs are 
for cleaning the earth’s atmosphere clean after contamination with mankinds 
primative methods of A Bomb explosions, both on and underneath the planet’s 
surface. Kenneth W. Milestone, Blackpool, England

I see that in the most recent issue of THE SEARCHLIGHT you have pub
lished an article by Richard Shaver. I know Dick personally, having met 
him during the summer of 1951. He is sincere, and will not give you a lot 
of wool...If you think that transistors, integrated circuits, thin film 
devices, masers, lasers, and other electronic developments are recent you 
are in for a big surprise. Cavern mech electronics are all solid-state, 
even the big vision screens. The reason for this is because solid-state 
devices are much more reliable than vacuum tubes, and will last practically 
forever when operated properly. On the other hand tubes are fragile and 
eventually burn or wear out. I am interested in hearing from other of your 
readers who would like to exchange correspondence on this topic. Victor 
C. Johnston, 3300 North Bryant, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73121.

Victor Pence's article on the "Mobius Strip" reminded me of a Long 
John TV show where someone, it may have been Randi, discussed various 
strange patterns and.results of simply folding pieces of paper in strange 
ways; one resulting in what was termed a "hexa-hexa-flexigon". While 
"flexing" one, some people noticed that one of their number accidently got 
his tie caught between the folds. Rather than being able to seperate 
himself from its grasp, further "flexing" engulfed him entirely, and he 
did not reappear until others were "flexing" their "hexa-hexa-flexigon" in 
another part of the world, and found the poor soul within. While I 
interpret the discussion as primarily "tongue-in-cheek," there might 
conceivably have been some degree of truth in this matter, and it might 
therefore present some connection with the "Mobius Strip" concept. The 
parallel world hypothesis is nothing new to science-fiction aficionados, 
and even readers of the Superman series of comic magazines; yet it has 
always intrigued me. I might add that Tom Cornelia (Peter Kor) has views 
that apparently concern a ^D or parallel world origin for UFOs. Eugene 
R. Steinberg, Brooklyn 3, New York

. In August, 1950, a 7-year old boy named Ronald Coyne lost the sight in 
his right eye due to an accident. This happened at Sapulpa, Oklahoma. 
Medical doctors placed a new plastic eye in the empty eye-socket. On about 
June 20? 1951> Coyne attended a religious revival in Sapulpa, and a lady 
evangelist prayed that his eye would heal. According to reports Ronald began 
to see at this moment through the plastic eye. He was later tested by 
medical doctors and affidavits were printed attesting to this miracle. He 
has since moved to Missouri where I still here from him from time to time. 
Kenneth L. Larson, Los ^ngeles, California
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BY: PLACES OF? INTEREST? 
JOHN J« ROBINSON THE^EARCHLIGH^

As Assistant Editor I hope to do a series of short articles on some 
places which may be of questionable interest, to the readers of "Searchlight". 
The articles will appear every-so-often under the above heading. I will 
choose various places and describe for the readers why that particular 
section may hold an interest for them. Some of these places may be "Old 
Hat" to some of the readers. If they are I hope they will bear with me, 
for not everyone may have this extensive knowledge. It may be that the 
reader also knows of a place of this type. If so he is invited to write up 
the details for this column, or he may write direct to me at, 13A Nev; York 
Avenue, Jersey City, N.J., 07307. I shall be glad to correspond with him 
regarding his place of ? Interest ?, and then write it up for our readers 
giving him credit for his information, of course.

THE NAHANNI VALLEY
The Nahanni Valley is a warm mist covered valley of an area which 

covers close to 250 square miles. It is located in the southern end of 
the Mackenzie Mountains of Canada. It also lies almost 550 miles due west 
of Fort Simpson on the Mackenzie River of northwest Canada.

This portion of northwest Canada is above the 60° latitude which is in 
the same latitude as is the Yukon Territory. This portion of the northland 
becomes very cold in the winter, however the valley never becomes as cold 
as the surrounding country. Hot springs and sulpher geyers are plentiful 
in the valley, therefore the valley is covered by mist, while the 
temperature always remains at least a good thirty degrees above normal. 
The foliage and trees in the valley remain verdant during the entire year 
while the growth is heavier than in the surrounding section.

. Strange.as it may seem this warm area in a region which becomes 
bitter cold is not inhabited by anything but the animals who seek warmth 
during those cold winter months. Even though the valley is rich in fur 
bearing animals, it is reported that trappers will not follow the animals 
into or trap in this valley.

The Indian tribes of the area avoid it and the list is an impressive 
one, for it includes the 0jibways, the Slave, the Dogribs, the Stoney, 
the Beavers and the Chipweyans.

The Nahanni valley, my readers must understand, is not a veritable 
tropical paradise in the midst of the white wastes of Canada. No 
prehistoric monsters-, left overs from the Cretaceous or Jurassic periods 
of the late Mesozoic age, roam this section, Pterodactyl do not soar above 
it nor do Coelacanthe reside in the run offs of the host springs and 
geysers. No Neanderthal or Cro Magnon men are resident, the Yeti 
(Abominable Snowmen), Big Foot nor the Sacquach do not haunt this valley. 
Legends have so claimed but none have ever been seen. True huge foot prints 
have been found imprinted in the former sandy soil which is now shale and 
in other type of prehistoric rock—but there were giants on the earth 
then. The Elders!

Why then do the humans who live near this valley not take advantage 
of its warmth, as the animals do, why do humans eschew its comfort in 
the cold winter months? -

Because of one reason the valley is known as "The Valley of Headless 
Men". Although no. one or any thing has been seen in this valley, those 
who were foolhardy enough to enter it in search of gold, which is said 
to be in the valley, have been found by various search parties (Who were 
never molested) as cadavers minus their heads or I should state as 
skeletons minus a skull.

A few very bold white fur hunters have gone into the valley and 
returned with a rich catch, they could never be persuaded to return the 
second time. They said that the utter loneliness of the country, the eternal 
mists, which made you see things which were not there along with the 
feeling that something was watching you was just too much to take again. 
The Indians cannot be persuaded to enter the valley, they act as if there 
were some unseen and unknown force in it which it was best to fear.

Some headstrong and now headless seekers of gold have entered this 
valley. The list of those who lost their heads over the gold in the 
Hahanni valley is as follows: two brothers William and Frank Macleod, John 
Potter a prospector who was strong, tough, and experienced, he was found a
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year later by a search party, minus his head with an exploded cartridge in 
which the bones of his hand still cluched. Examination showed 

that he had not starved to death for he still had a cache of food, he had 
merely lost the means of ingesting it. Later a fearless sourdough came 
from the Yukon Territory. Undaunted by the tales of danger, he set off 
into the valley.. When he had not returned after two years, a search party 
located his remains, minus a head, with cans of food in a knapsack.

Two more men who entered the valley at later dates have also been 
found by searching parties, both as headless corpses. One thing which 
stands out in all the deaths which have occurred in this valley is that those 
persons who entered the valley in search of anything which related to the 
earth or under the earth have been found decapitated. Search parties and 
bold trappers who were not interested in anything which lay below the 
surface were not molested.

There is something in this valley which the Indians fear — some 
unknown something which relates to the underground which maintains the 
secrecy of "The Valley of the Headless Men".

UNDERGROUND 
MAN

By: Pippa Braybiook — Eng. Reporter

We need not ask if man can live underground: he is already doing so. 
The Doomsday Men of today live in silos under the deserts of the United 
States in the area of Montana, Nevada, Colorado, Texas, California and 
New Mexico. They live and work in bomb proof capsules, two hundred feet 
underground. A fifty megaton bomb, they are told, would only destroy 
their capsule apd emergency rations were it a direct hit. All these 
"silo-sitters" are under orders from Strategic Aerospace Division at 
Vandenburg Mr Force Base on the California Coast between Los Angeles and 
San Francisco. ,

How would civilians enjoy life underground? In Texas, Mr. and Mrs. 
Rogers have built a ten room house thirteen feet underground which should 
last 1,000 years. It is built within a concrete shell and has windows 
painted to simulate different times of day. Apparently plants and animals 
can prosper as well as people. Air conditioning means dust never accumulates.

"The Sunday Observer" sent a reporter to Operation Deep Freeze in 
Antarctica? last December. Again fantastic as it sounds, men are living 
under the ice. The reported said: "We made for a sloping ramp diving down 
into'the ice. It let to a cave-like entrance, where the light struck blue 
through the snow overhead. We found ourselves in a straight dim tunnel, 
electrically lit, with solid huts at intervals, raised up from the ice 
floor." This was at Byrd Station and we will hear more of Admiral Byrd. 
At the South Pole itself, the reporter was taken through a wooden door into 
An electrically lit shaft, starting deep into the ice, with glistening 
satin-smooth walls. Some way down, a short side passage led to a rough-cut 
snow cavern, filled with an apparatus for measuring ice-flow. The ice flows 
fifty feet a year towards McMurdo Sound. This is an ice cave laboratory 
indeed and another shaft (but horizontal) exists full of earthquake 
detectors, recorders of magnetic fields and cosmic rays which bas to be 
negotiated on hands and knees. ;

Why is the South Pole so important to scientists? Because here it is 
possible to look out into space through a kind of funnel in the earth’s 
magnetic field; rockets could leave the earth through these funnels. 
Science is also proving a claim made in George Hunt Williamson’s book 
"Other Tongues Other Flesh" that earth’s magnetic field can be used as a 
"duct" to link with the opposite Pole; for Instance, Byrd Station connects 
with a Canadian Station at Great Whale’ River. In this scientific 
atmosphere, it is very difficult to believe that a sensational discovery of 
"the Seven Cities of Antarctica" had been made and not communicated to the 
world, but there are strange light effects, "white-outs", which could turn 
a pilot’s attention from matters he is not meant to see yet.

If man has lived underground and voyaged through the earth by tunnel, 
surely there would be some memory evident in folklore? Such strange 
evidences are given in the British Edda with illustrations from Sumerian 
and Hittite seals in Prof. Wadell’s book of that name. The seals come . . ..

• from the Middle East because it is the cradle of mythology, each country 
having adapted stories according to its geographic features.

A Hittite rock sculpture shows a hideous snake-bodied Matriarch 
emerging from a cavern. Out of her many names, we will call her El, the name Shaver chooses for the wise Elders, who, before the sun*s radio-activity
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drove men underground, had achieved such command of matter-energy, space 
and time they could shift the axis of the earth (See Haggard’s "When the 
Earth Shook").

The Sibyl of the Edda speaks of El:
"I see here cellar stands
Far from the sunlight;
I see, under the cellar,
The horny ORM serpent."
The cavern entrances were carefully guarded by wolf tribe attendants. 

Another Hittite rock sculpture in Cappodacia shows creatures more bear-like 
than wolf-headed, standing upright with wings sprouting from their shoulders. 
One stands guard by a clearly-marked circular door carved as with 
precision instruments. However, sometimes the cavern gate is latticed.

"Old is that latticed gate,
But fewfolk wit
How its latch is lock’d." ;
Here lived El and Wotan and their son, Loki, the fire God, drinking 

from a magic bowl through tubes. Note the spaceman-like appearance of the 
drinkers and the strange animal being speared and the webbed fingers of all.

"From Archaic Hittite seal from Kul-teppe near Caesarea in Cappadocia." 
One linguistic mystery here is that Eden is underground. The whole 

Edda is well worth study as it contains not only descriptions of life under
ground but also of aerial warfare. Unfortunately, even the best English 
translation is somewhat incoherent, due to the conciseness of ancient 
languages.

The peoples of Asia Minor believed Scorpion-men inhabited the mountains 
of the East and every morning they unfolded a great folding door in the 
mountain side and the Sun God Shamash set forth on his daily journey. He 
carries what looks like a weapon or, perhaps, a key. At evening, his chariot 
descends to the Mountain of the West, a gate opens and he penetrates the 
earth and, perhaps by tunnel, he icturns to the Eastern Mountains. The 
Babylonian hero,- Gilgamesh, penetrated the mountain. For hours he walked 
through darkness and then emerged into light and found a wonderful garden 
which lay beside a sea. More familiar is the myth of Adonia. He was born 
of a tree and his tree-mother put him in a coffer which she gave to 
Persephone who opened it and refused to give him up. All these complicated 
myths suggest a divine race lives underground and the human dead there could 
be reanimated, perhaps like Adonis, they are in suspended animation in coffers.

Is a race living underground, now, which may emerge? William 
Habington, a 17th century poet, speaking of conquerors, says:

"from the farthest North,
Some nation may,
Yet undiscovered, issue forth,
And, o’er his new-got conquest sway
Some nation yet shut in
With hills of ice
May be let out to scourge his sinne
Till they shall equall him in vice." (Oxford Book of Christian Verse)
To come absolutely u-to-date, Fred Hoyle in "A for Andromeda" ends his 

famous novel and T.V. play, with the sinister thought, as the hero finds 
that computer-created creature has drowned in a cavern pool,:

"He had a half-delirious fear of something unspeakable coming out of the 
tunnel mouth. Something unquenchable from a thousand million, million miles 
away, something that had first spoken to him on a dark night such as this." 

Fantastic? As Shakespeare says in "A Midsummer Night’s Dream": "I’ll 
believe as soon this whole world may be bored and that the moon may through 
the centre creep."
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